
WHAT SHOULD SOCIALISM MEAN IN THE 
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY?
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‘Socialism’ is back. For decades the word was considered an embarrass-
ment  – a despised failure and relic of a bygone era. No more! Today, 

politicians like Bernie Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez wear the label 
proudly and win support, while organizations like Democratic Socialists of 
America attract new members in droves. But what exactly do they mean by 
‘socialism’? However welcome, enthusiasm for the word does not translate 
automatically into serious reflection on its content. What exactly does or 
should ‘socialism’ signify in the present era?*

In this lecture, I provide some preliminary thoughts in search of an 
answer. Drawing on an expanded conception of capitalism, I shall suggest 
that we need an expanded conception of socialism, which overcomes the 
narrow economism of received understandings. Disclosing the capitalist 
economy’s contradictory and destructive relations to its ‘non-economic’ 
presuppositions, I contend that socialism must do more than transform the 
realm of production. Over and above that desideratum, which I wholeheartedly 
endorse, it must also transform production’s relation to its background 
conditions of possibility – namely, social reproduction, state power, non-
human nature, and forms of wealth that lie outside capital’s official circuits, 
but within its reach. In other words, as I shall explain, a socialism for our 
time must overcome not only capital’s exploitation of wage labour, but also 
its free-riding on unwaged carework, public goods, and wealth expropriated 
from racialized subjects and non-human nature. 

The result, as I said, will be an expanded conception of socialism. But 
expansion is not mere addition. The point is not to add more features to 
received understandings while leaving the latter unchanged. It is rather 

*   This is the text of the 2019 Solomon Katz Distinguished Lecture in the Humanities, 
delivered at the University of Washington, May 8, 2019 under the sponsorship of the 
Simpson Center for the Humanities
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to revise our views of both capitalism and socialism by incorporating into 
them structural accounts of matters that are usually considered secondary – 
above all, gender/sexuality, race/ethnicity/nationality/empire, ecology, and 
democracy. The effect will be to cast a new light on all the classical topoi of 
socialist thought: on domination and emancipation; on class and crisis; on 
property, markets and planning; on necessary labour, free time, and social 
surplus. 

Certainly, I won’t be able to give anything close to a full accounting 
of these matters in the present lecture. But I shall have something to say, 
however preliminary, about three of these topoi: institutional boundaries, 
social surplus, and markets. In each case, I shall try to show that the problem 
assumes a different guise once we view capitalism as something more 
than an economy – and socialism as something more than an alternative 
economic system. The view of socialism that emerges from this exercise 
differs sharply from Soviet-style Communism, on the one hand, and from 
social democracy, on the other.

I shall begin, however, with capitalism. This is the necessary starting point 
for any discussion of socialism. Socialism, after all, is no ‘mere ought’ or 
utopian dream. If it is worth discussing now, it is rather because it encapsulates 
real, historically emergent possibilities: potentials for human freedom, well-
being, and happiness that capitalism itself has brought within reach but cannot 
actualize. Equally important, socialism is a response to capitalism’s impasses 
and injustices: to the problems that system generates non-accidentally and 
cannot solve; and to the forms of structural domination built into it, which 
cannot be overcome within it. More generally, socialism claims to remedy 
capitalism’s ills. And so, it is there that we must begin. Only by identifying 
capitalism’s constitutive dynamics and institutional structures can we grasp 
exactly what it is that must be transformed. And only by proceeding on that 
basis can we envision the positive outlines of a socialist alternative.

So: what exactly is capitalism? And what is wrong with it?

WHAT IS CAPITALISM?
AN EXPANDED VIEW

Often, capitalism is understood as an economic system, whose defining 
components are private property and market exchange; wage labour and 
commodity production; credit and finance; profit, interest, and rent: 
all elements denominated in money and combined in such a way as to 
institutionalize economic growth as a system imperative. On this view, 
capitalism coincides with the range of activities, relations, and objects that 
are monetized, held to embody or produce economic value. Call this the 
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narrow or restricted view of capitalism. Assumed by most business men/
women and by mainstream economists, it is also the unreflective common 
sense of society at large. So much so that it dominates the thinking of some 
of capitalism’s critics. They, too, often subscribe to the narrow view of it. 

What I shall call ‘traditional Marxism’ is a case in point. It views capitalism 
as a system of class exploitation centered on the relation between capitalists 
and workers at the point of production. The key relation, on this view, is 
between those who own the means of production as their private property, 
on the one hand, and those who own nothing but their capacity to work 
and must therefore sell that ‘peculiar commodity’ to a capitalist in order 
to live. This relation is crystallized in a market transaction in which labour 
power is exchanged for wages, but it is not an exchange of equivalents. On 
the contrary, the capitalist pays only for worker’s socially necessary labour 
time (the hours needed to produce a sum of value that covers the costs of the 
worker’s subsistence) and appropriates the rest of the worker’s labour time as 
‘surplus value’. The relation is therefore one of ‘exploitation’. Exploitation is 
the very crux of capitalism on the traditional Marxian view. It is the secret of 
surplus value; the driver of technological innovation and rising productivity; 
but also the source of poverty and class inequality; the motor of wholesale 
irrationality, of non-accidental bouts of mass unemployment and periodic 
outbreaks of economic crisis. 

Clearly, the traditional Marxian view of capitalism is a big improvement 
over mainstream apologetics. And yet it, too, remains overly narrow. This 
view focuses single-mindedly on the ‘hidden abode’ of production, while 
failing to interrogate the latter’s conditions of possibility. These must be 
sought elsewhere, in other, ‘non-economic’ abodes, more hidden still. 
While traditional Marxism captures what we can think of as front story of 
capitalist society, it glosses over the backstory, which makes it not so much 
wrong as incomplete. To complete the picture, and thereby to arrive at a 
full understanding of capitalist society, we need to go beyond not only the 
mainstream conception but also the traditional Marxian alternative. Plumbing 
the more hidden depths beneath production, we need to disclose the non-
economic conditions that make production possible. Let me mention four 
such non-economic conditions for the possibility of a capitalist economy.

The first is a sizeable fund of unwaged labour devoted to ‘social 
reproduction’. This labour includes housework; the birthing and rearing 
of children; the care of adults, including wage workers, the elderly, and 
the unemployed – all aimed at the making and sustaining of human beings. 
These activities of ‘people-making’ constitute an indispensable precondition 
for ‘profit-making’. Without them there could be no ‘workers’, no ‘labour 
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power’, no necessary or surplus labour time, no exploitation, no surplus 
value, no accumulation of capital, no profit. Yet capital accords them no 
value, is unconcerned to replenish them, and seeks to avoid paying for them 
insofar as it can. 

The second ‘non-economic’ precondition for a capitalist economy is a 
large fund of wealth expropriated from subjugated peoples, especially from 
racialized peoples. This wealth includes dependent, unfree, and unwaged 
or under-waged labour, but also expropriated land, looted mineral and 
energy deposits, human bodies and bodily organs, children and reproductive 
capacities – all serving as inputs to capitalist production for which capital 
pays little or nothing. Expropriated wealth was an indispensable source of 
capital stockpiling at the start of capitalism’s history, as Marx maintained; but 
it did not cease with the system’s ‘maturation’. On the contrary, the capitalist 
economy relies even now on a continuing stream of free or cheap inputs 
as a major source of accumulation, alongside and inter-imbricated with 
exploitation. Absent such expropriation of subject peoples, the exploitation 
of ‘free workers’ would not be profitable. Yet capital disavows its reliance 
on such wealth and refuses to pay for its replenishment. 

A third ‘non-economic’ precondition for a capitalist economy is a large 
fund of ‘free gifts’ and/or cheap inputs from non-human nature. These 
supply the indispensable material substratum of capitalist production: the 
raw materials that labour transforms; the energy that powers machines and 
the foodstuffs that power bodies; hence, arable land, breathable air, potable 
water, and the carbon-carrying capacities of the earth’s atmosphere. Absent 
these natural-ecological conditions, there could be no economic producers 
or social reproducers; no wealth to expropriate or free labour to exploit; no 
capital or capitalists. Yet capital treats nature as a source of free or very cheap 
gifts to which it helps itself but fails to replenish or repair. 

A fourth and final ‘non-economic’ precondition for a capitalist economy 
is a large fund of public goods supplied by states and other public powers. 
These include legal orders that guarantee property rights, contracts, and free 
exchange; repressive forces that ensure order, put down rebellions, manage 
dissent, and enable expropriation both within and beyond state territory; 
a money supply that stores value and enables transactions across broad 
swaths of time and space; transport and communications infrastructure; and 
a variety of mechanisms for managing system crises. Absent these public 
goods, there could be no social order, no trust, no exchange – hence no 
sustained accumulation. Yet capital tends to resent public power and seeks 
to evade the taxes that are necessary sustain it. 

Each of these four conditions represents an indispensable presupposition 
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of a capitalist economy. Each harbours social relations, social activities, and 
forms of social wealth that together form the sine qua non for accumulation. 
Behind capitalism’s official institutions – wage labour, production, exchange, 
and finance – stand their necessary supports and enabling conditions: 
families, communities, nature; territorial states, political organizations, and 
civil societies; and not least of all, massive amounts and multiple forms 
of unwaged and expropriated labour. Fundamentally integral to capitalist 
society, they too are constitutive elements of it. 

Capitalism, in other words, is no mere economy, but something larger. 
It is an institutionalized social order in which an arena of economized activities 
and relations is marked out and set apart from other, non-economized 
zones, on which the former depend, but which they disavow. A capitalist 
society comprises an ‘economy’ that is distinct from (and dependent on) a 
‘polity’ or political order; an arena of ‘economic production’ that is distinct 
from (and dependent on) a zone of ‘social reproduction’; a set of relations of 
exploitation that is distinct from (and dependent on) background relations of 
expropriation; and a socio-historical realm of human activity that is distinct 
from (and dependent on) a putatively ahistorical material substratum of non-
human nature.

Here, in effect, we leave behind the narrow view of capitalism as an 
economy. Conceiving it, rather, as an institutionalized social order, we 
arrive at an expanded view. This new, expanded view of capitalist society 
has major consequences for the project of reimagining socialism. It changes 
– indeed enlarges – our sense of what is wrong with capitalism and of what 
must be done to transform it.

WHAT IS WRONG WITH CAPITALISM?
AN EXPANDED VIEW

On the narrow view, there are three main wrongs built into capitalism: 
injustice, irrationality, and unfreedom. Let us look at each point in turn.

On the narrow view, capitalism’s core injustice consists in the exploitation 
by capital of the class of free propertyless workers. The latter work many 
hours for free, producing enormous wealth in which they have no share. The 
benefits flow rather to the capitalist class, which appropriates their surplus 
labour and the surplus value generated by it, reinvesting the latter for its own 
purposes, namely, to accumulate ever more of it. The larger consequence is 
the relentless exponential growth of capital as a hostile power that dominates 
the very workers who produce it. That is the core injustice on this view: the 
class exploitation of waged labour at the point of production. Its locus is the 
capitalist economy, specifically the sphere of economic production. 
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Likewise, on the narrow view, capitalism’s chief irrationality is its built-in 
tendency to economic crisis. An economic system oriented to the limitless 
accumulation of surplus value, appropriated privately in the form of profit, 
is inherently self-destabilizing. The drive to increase profit by increasing 
productivity through technical advances results in periodic drops in the 
rate of profit, in the overproduction of goods, and the overaccumulation 
of capital. Attempted ‘fixes’ like financialization only postpone the day of 
reckoning, while ensuring it will be all the more severe when it does arrive. 
In general, the course of capitalist development is punctuated by periodic 
economic crises: by boom-bust cycles, stock market crashes, financial panics, 
bankruptcy chains, mass liquidations of value, and mass unemployment. 

Finally, the narrow view entails that capitalism is deeply and constitutively 
undemocratic. Granted, it often promises democracy in the political realm. 
But that promise is systematically undercut by social inequality, on the one 
hand, and by class power, on the other. Then, too, the capitalist workplace 
is exempt from any pretence of democratic self-governance. It is a sphere 
where capital commands and workers obey. 

On the narrow view, therefore, capitalism non-accidentally entrenches 
three chief wrongs. First, this system lives by exploiting and dominating 
wage labourers; second, it is structurally primed to spawn periodic economic 
crises; and finally, it is constitutively non-democratic. The trouble arises, in 
every case, from the inherent dynamics of capitalism’s economy. Built into 
the DNA of that system, the wrongs of capitalism reside, on the narrow 
view, in its economic organization. 

Once again, the picture is not so much wrong as incomplete. While 
correctly disclosing capitalism’s inherent economic ills, it fails to register a 
range of non-economic injustices, crisis tendencies, and forms of unfreedom 
that are equally constitutive of this mode of social organization. These come 
clearly into view when we adopt the expanded conception of capitalist 
society. 

Consider, first, that the expanded view of capitalism discloses an expanded 
catalogue of systemic injustices. Far from residing exclusively within its 
economy, many of these are grounded rather in the divisions between the 
capitalist economy and its non-economic conditions of possibility. The 
division between economic production, where labour is remunerated in cash 
wages, and social reproduction, where it is often unwaged, sentimentalized, 
and recompensed in ‘love’, is a case in point. Historically gendered, this 
division entrenches a fundamental gender asymmetry at the heart of capitalist 
societies and grounds the subordination of women, gender binarism and 
heteronormativity. 
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Similarly, capitalist societies institute a structural division between free 
‘workers’, who can exchange their labour power for the costs of their 
reproduction, and dependent ‘others’, whose persons and assets can simply 
be seized. Unable to access rights, protections, or the full costs of their own 
reproduction, the latter group provides capital with a stream of free or cheap 
inputs that swell the tide of profit. This status division between the ‘merely’ 
exploitable and the downright expropriable is fundamental to capitalist 
society. Coinciding roughly but unmistakably with the global colour line, 
it undergirds a range of structural injustices, including racial oppression, 
imperialism (old and new), indigenous dispossession and genocide.

Then, too, capitalist societies institute a sharp division between human 
beings and nonhuman nature, which cease to belong to the same ontological 
universe. Reduced to a tap and a sink, nonhuman nature is opened to 
brute extractivism and instrumentalization. If this is not an injustice against 
‘nature’ (or against nonhuman animals), it is at the very least an injustice 
against existing and future generations of human beings who are left with an 
increasingly uninhabitable planet. 

Finally, capitalism institutes a structural division between ‘the economic’ 
and ‘the political’. On one side stands the private power of capital to organize 
production, using ‘only’ the lash of hunger and need; on the other the public 
power of the state, which monopolizes legitimate violence and represents 
law. The effect of this division is to truncate the scope of the political, 
expelling from the public agenda a range of life-and-death questions, as 
I shall explain. Devolving these matters to capital, capitalist societies offer 
only a poor and shrunken facsimile of democracy. Subjecting supposedly 
self-governing citizens to capital’s arbitrary rule, they are veritable cauldrons 
of political injustice.

In general, then, an expanded view of capitalist society makes visible an 
expanded catalogue of structural injustices. As deep-seated and non-accidental 
as class exploitation, these injustices really are structural. A socialist alternative 
to capitalist society must remedy them too. Far from ‘merely’ transforming 
the organization of economic production, it must also transform the latter’s 
relation to social reproduction, and with it, the gender and sexual orders. 
Likewise, it must end capital’s freeriding on nature’s ‘free (or cheap) gifts’ 
and its expropriation of the wealth of racialized populations. Finally, it must 
expand the scope of democratic self-rule beyond their current miserable 
limits. In sum, if socialism is to remedy capitalism’s injustices, it must change 
not ‘just’ the capitalist economy, but the entire institutionalized social order 
that is capitalist society. 

But that is not all. The expanded view of capitalism also enlarges our 
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view of what counts as capitalist crisis. This view discloses some built-in self-
destabilizing propensities, above and beyond those internal to its ‘economy’. 
It discloses, first, a structural tendency to crises of social reproduction. 
Insofar as capital tries to avoid paying for the unwaged carework on which 
it depends, it periodically puts enormous pressure on the chief providers 
of that work: families, communities, and, above all, women. The current, 
financialized form of capitalist society is generating just such a crisis today, 
as it demands both retrenchment of public provision of social services and 
vastly increased hours of waged work per household and from women.

The expanded view also discloses an inherent tendency to ecological 
crisis, insofar as capital works overtime to avoid paying anything close to 
the true replacement costs of the inputs it takes from non-human nature. 
Depleting the soil and befouling the seas, this system floods carbon sinks 
and overwhelms the carbon-carrying capacity of the planet. Helping itself 
to all these things while disavowing their repair and replacement costs, it 
periodically destabilizes the metabolic interaction between the human and 
non-human components of nature. I don’t need to belabour how acute is 
our present ecological crisis.

Capitalism’s tendencies to ecological and social-reproductive crisis are 
inseparable from its constitutive reliance on expropriated wealth from 
racialized peoples: its reliance on stolen lands, coerced labour, and looted 
minerals; its dependence on racialized zones as dumping grounds for toxic 
waste and as suppliers of underpaid carework, increasingly organized in 
global care chains. The result is an entwining of economic, ecological, social 
crisis with imperialism and racial-ethnic antagonism. Neoliberalism has 
upped the ante here as well.

Finally, the enlarged view of capitalism discloses a deep-seated tendency 
to political crisis. Here, too, capital tries to have it both ways, living off public 
goods for which it tries not to pay. Primed to evade taxes and to weaken 
state regulatory capacities, it tends to hollow out the very public powers on 
which it depends. The current, financialized form of capitalism takes this 
game to a whole new level. Mega-corporations outgun territorially tethered 
public powers, while global finance disciplines states, making a mockery 
of elections (as in Greece) and preventing them from addressing popular 
claims, even if they wanted to. The result is a major crisis of governance, 
now reflected in a crisis of hegemony, as masses of people across the globe 
defect from established political parties and common sense.

In general, then, the expanded view discloses that capitalism harbours 
multiple crisis tendencies above and beyond the ‘economic’. Following 
Polanyi (and James O’Connor), I understand the former as ‘inter-realm’ 
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contradictions, lodged at the joints that separate, and connect, the capitalist 
economy to its non-economic background conditions of possibility. In a 
nutshell, capital has a built-in tendency to erode or destroy or deplete (but 
in any case, to destabilize) its own presuppositions – which is to say, to eat its 
own tail. This, too, is part and parcel of what is wrong with capitalist society 
– and of what socialism must overcome.

Finally, the expanded view of capitalist society discloses an enlarged 
view of its democratic deficits. The problem is not ‘only’ that economic 
inequality and class power thwart the possibility of equal democratic voice 
in the political realm. Nor is it ‘only’ that bosses command on the factory 
floor. Equally if not more important is the pre-emptive removal of the 
most consequential matters from the scope of democratic-decision-making 
altogether. How should we organize the production of goods, of use values 
that satisfy needs? On what energic bases and through what sort of social 
relations? How should we relate the production of goods to the reproduction 
of persons, on the one hand, and to that of non-human nature, on the other? 
And perhaps most important of all: How shall we dispose over the social 
surplus we collectively produce? In capitalist societies, we have virtually no 
say in these matters. Investors bent on maximal accumulation decide them 
behind our backs. 

In general, then, an expanded view of capitalist society discloses an 
expanded view of the system’s ills. If socialism aims to remedy capitalism’s 
wrongs, it faces a very big job. It must invent a new social order that 
overcomes not ‘only’ class domination but also asymmetries of gender and 
sex, racial/ethnic/imperial oppression and political domination across the 
board. Then, too, it must de-institutionalize multiple crisis tendencies: not 
‘just’ economic and financial but also ecological, social-reproductive, and 
political. Finally, a socialism for the twenty-first century must vastly enlarge 
the purview of democracy to encompass not ‘just’ decision-making within 
a pre-defined ‘political’ zone, but more fundamentally, it must democratize 
the very definition and demarcation, the very frames, that constitute ‘the 
political’.

WHAT IS SOCIALISM?
AN EXPANDED VIEW

Clearly, the project of rethinking socialism for the twenty-first century is 
itself a pretty big job – far too big for a single person or even a single group 
of persons engaged in theorizing. If the job gets done (which is a big ‘if’), 
it will be through the combined efforts of activists and theorists, as insights 
gained through social struggle synergize with programmatic thinking and 
with political organization. 
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Nevertheless, I want to offer three sets of brief reflections that seem to me 
to follow from what I have already said. These have to do with institutional 
boundaries, social surplus, and the role of markets.

Boundary questions are at least as important as questions about the internal 
organization of supposedly given ‘spheres’ (such as ‘the economic’ and ‘the 
political’). Instead of focusing exclusively or one-sidedly on the organization 
of ‘the economy’, socialists need to think about the ‘economy’s’ relation to 
its background conditions of possibility: to social reproduction, non-human 
natural, non-capitalized forms of wealth and public power. If socialism is 
to overcome all institutionalized forms of capitalist irrationality, injustice 
and unfreedom, it must re-imagine the relations between production and 
reproduction, society and nature, and the social and the political.

I am not suggesting that socialism should aim simply to liquidate these 
divisions. The Soviet effort to abolish the distinction between ‘the political’ 
and ‘the economic’ can stand as a general warning against liquidation. But 
we can and must re-envision the institutional divisions that comprise a 
capitalist society. We might consider, for example, relocating them so that 
matters once relegated to the economic now become political or social. 
We might also contemplate softening institutional boundaries, rendering the 
various domains more responsive, indeed less antagonistic, to one another. 
Surely, a socialist society must overcome capitalism’s tendency to institute 
zero-sum games, which take away from nature and social reproduction what 
they give to production. 

tEven more important, we must reverse current priorities among those 
domains: whereas capitalist societies subordinate the imperatives of social 
and ecological reproduction to those of commodity production, itself geared 
to accumulation, socialists need to turn things right-side up: to install the 
nurturing of people, the safeguarding of nature, and democratic self-rule as 
society’s highest priorities, which trump efficiency and growth. In effect, it 
must put squarely in the foreground those matters that capital relegates to its 
disavowed background. 

Finally, a socialism for the twenty-first century must democratize the 
very process of setting and revising institutional boundaries. Henceforth, 
the ‘metapolitical’ work of ‘redomaining’ must itself be made subject to 
collective democratic decision-making: democratic publics and demoi must 
themselves decide which matters will be addressed within which first-order 
arenas of political participation. One implication is that, while historically 
sedimented territorial units (‘national’ states) need not (and perhaps 
should not) be simply abolished, they do need to be articulated with new 
functionally demarcated political units, which operate at different scales 
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and base participation on the ‘all subjected principle’. In general, socialist 
redomaining should be constrained by the principle of non-domination – 
applied along all the major axes entrenched in capitalist societies – as well 
along any other axes of domination that we may discover or create in the 
future. 

Moreover, redomaining must be guided insofar as possible by the principle 
of ‘pay as you go’. Eschewing freeriding and ‘primitive accumulation’, 
socialism must ensure the sustainability of all the conditions of production, 
which capitalism has so callously trashed. In other words: a socialist society 
must undertake to replenish, repair, or replace all the wealth it uses up in 
production and reproduction. It must replenish care- and people-making 
work as well as work that produces use values or commodities. It must 
replace all the wealth it takes from ‘the outside’ – from peripheral peoples 
and societies as well as from nonhuman nature. It must replenish the political 
capacities and public goods it draws on in the course of meeting other needs. In 
other words: no free riding on matters relegated to a disavowed background. 
This proviso is a sine qua non for overcoming the intergenerational injustice 
endemic to capitalist society. Only by observing it can a socialism for the 
twenty-first century overcome capitalist irrationality and de-institutionalize 
its built-in proclivities to crisis. 

This brings me to a second set of reflections, concerning the classical 
socialist question of surplus. Surplus is the fund of wealth, if any, that society 
generates in excess of what it requires to reproduce itself at its current level 
and in its current form. In capitalist societies, as I already noted, surplus is 
treated as the private property of the capitalist class and disposed of by its 
owners as they see fit, generally reinvested with the aim of producing yet 
more surplus – on and on, without limit. This, as we saw before, is both 
unjust and self-destabilizing.

A socialist society must democratize control over social surplus. It must 
allocate surplus democratically, deciding via collective decision-making 
exactly what to do with existing excess capacities and resources – as well 
as how much excess capacity it wants to produce in the future, indeed 
whether it wants to produce any surplus at all. In other words, it must 
de-institutionalize the growth imperative hard-wired into capitalist society. 
This does not mean we must institutionalize ‘de-growth’ as a hard-wired 
counter-imperative, but rather that we must make the question of ‘growth’ 
(how much, if any; what kind, how, and where) a political question. In 
fact, a socialism for the twenty-first century must treat all those questions 
I mentioned before as political questions, subject to democratic resolution: 
what and how much to produce; how many hours to devote to surplus 
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production over and above what is needed to reproduce society at its current 
level. 

Surplus can also be thought of as time: time left over after the necessary 
work of meeting our needs and replenishing what we’ve used up; hence, 
time that could be free time. The prospect of free time has been a central 
pivot of all the classical accounts of socialist freedom, including that of 
Marx. In the early stages of socialism, however, I doubt that free time would 
loom very large. The reason lies in the enormous unpaid bill that socialist 
society would inherit from capitalism. Although capitalism prides itself on 
its productivity, and although Marx himself considered it a veritable engine 
for producing surplus, I have my doubts. The trouble is, Marx reckoned 
surplus pretty much exclusively in the labour time that capital takes from 
waged workers after they produce value sufficient to cover their own costs 
of living. By contrast, he paid much less attention to the various ‘free gifts’ 
and ‘cheaps’ that capital expropriates and appropriates, and still less to its 
failure to cover their reproduction costs. What if we included those costs in 
our reckoning? What if capital had had to pay for free reproductive work, for 
ecological repair and replenishment, for wealth expropriated from racialized 
people, for public goods? How much surplus would it have really produced? 
That’s a rhetorical question, of course. I wouldn’t know how even to begin 
constructing an answer. But I am sure that a socialist society would inherit a 
hefty bill for centuries of unpaid costs. 

It would also inherit a hefty bill for massive unmet human needs across 
the globe: needs for health care, housing, nutritious (and delicious) food, 
education, transportation, and so on. These too should not be counted as 
surplus investment, but rather as matters of absolute necessity. The same holds 
for the pressing and enormous job of de-fossilizing the world economy – a 
task that is in no way optional. In general, the question of what is necessary 
and what is surplus assumes a different guise in view of the expanded view 
of capitalism. 

The same is true for the question of the role of markets in a socialist society. 
The answer suggested by what I have so far said here can be condensed in 
a simple formula: no markets at the top, no markets at the bottom, but 
possibly some markets in the in-between. Let me explain.

What I mean by the top is the allocation of social surplus. Assuming there 
is a social surplus to be allocated, it must be considered the collective wealth 
of the society as a whole. No private person, firm, or state can own it or have 
the right to dispose of it. Truly collective property, surplus must be allocated 
via collective processes of decision-making and planning – planning that can 
and must be organized democratically. Market mechanisms should play no 
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role at this level. Neither markets nor private property at the top. 
The same holds for the bottom, by which I mean the level of basic 

needs: shelter, clothing, food, education, health care, transportation, 
communication, energy, leisure. I have no illusion that we can specify once 
and for all exactly what counts as a basic need and exactly what is required to 
satisfy it. That too must be a subject for democratic discussion, contestation, 
and decision-making. But whatever is decided must be provided as a matter 
of right, and not on the basis of ability to pay. This means that the use values 
we produce to meet these needs cannot be commodities. They must rather 
be public goods. This is why, incidentally, I am not a fan of Universal (or 
Unconditional) Basic Income (UBI). That project involves paying people 
cash to buy stuff to meet their basic needs, thereby treating basic need 
satisfactions as commodities. A socialist society should treat them rather as 
public goods. Effectively, then, no markets at the bottom. 

So, no markets at the bottom or the top. But what about the in-between? 
I don’t have a worked-out view about this question. But I imagine the in-
between as a space for experimentation with a mix of different possibilities – 
a space where ‘market socialism’ could find a place, along with cooperatives, 
commons, self-organized associations and self-managed projects. I suspect 
that many traditional socialist objections to markets would dissolve or 
diminish in the context I envision here, where their operation would neither 
feed into nor be distorted by mechanisms that drive capital accumulation 
and by the private appropriation of social surplus. Once the top and the 
bottom are socialized and decommodified, the function and role of markets 
in the middle would be transformed. That proposition seems clear enough 
to me, even if I cannot say exactly how.

In fact, I realize how generally thin and rudimentary is the view of socialism 
I have been sketching here. What I have offered is only the barest of outlines 
on a very small subset of relevant questions. But I hope that even this poor 
beginning can have some worth. I hope specifically that I have convinced 
you that the socialist project is worth pursuing in the twenty-first century – 
that far from remaining a mere buzzword, ‘socialism’ must become the name 
for a genuine alternative to the system that is currently destroying the planet 
and thwarting our chances for living freely, democratically, and well. I hope 
too that I have convinced you that socialism cannot today be understood in 
the old-school way. Only by starting with an expanded view of capitalism 
can we proceed to develop an expanded view of socialism that can speak to 
our full set of needs and hopes in the twenty-first century. 


